Conde Naste Building Scaffold Collapse

LINES OF RESISTANCE: POSSIBILITIES OF
INTERFERENCE AND CONTROL IN THE GLOBAL CITY

Resistance: “The act, on the part of persons, of resisting, opposing, or
withstanding; opposition of one material thing to another material
thing, force, etc.”
Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd Edition

On July 21st, 1998, the scaffolding from the Conde Nast building being
constructed in Times Square undergoes partial failure; structural
members and building debris rain down on the street below; one
section cleaves through the roof of an adjoining building, killing an
occupant; fortunately, only 12-15 other minor injuries occur. Building
officials immediately close adjoining streets from the Square to 6th
Avenue between 40th

and 44th streets, fearing that a larger, more

devastating failure of the 700 foot scaffolding could occur, and propose

that a giant protective netting to be suspended from steel outriggers
cantilevered around the building. Erection of the netting is begun on
July 26th—but higher than expected winds cause delays in the project—
a 700 foot curtain of this kind has never been built before. The closure
of the streets to cars allows pedestrians to inhabit portions of Times
Square as never before possible (except during the exceptional staging
of the yearly New Year’s Eve celebration); people take over the space,
and transform it into a traditional pedestrian space, who celebrate the
emancipation of the streets with the widest variety of entertainment and
social interaction, and completely transform the way the square is used
and perceived. Despite the tragedy of the death and significant loss of
revenues by adjoining businesses, the most artificially controlled and
commercial (and possibly, violated) part of the city was undermined by
the event, and

fundamentally changed. By July 31st, the curtain has

been put in place, most of the streets have re-opened (except one), and
the pedestrians have been displaced back to the sidewalk. The crises is
over—but the power of the event has unleashed new knowledge and
new possibilities—and the city will never be the same again.

The development of the synthetic city is based on an evolution of
cultural and economic forces that have been with us for some time. The
phenomena of new communication technologies, the rise and
centralization

of

giant

multi-national

corporations

and

global

economies, the privatization of public space, the powerful, pervasive
forces of popular culture and mass media can be traced back to the
explosion of post-war consumerism and economies during the 1950’s.
But the ability to exploit ever increasing technological capabilities and
accessible global markets have enlarged the influence and power of the
giant players in the marketplace as never before, to the extent that
private corporations have replaced public institutions as the dominant
determinants of culture and city form.
The manifestations of this shift are pervasive in the synthetic city:
the phenomenon of privately controlled atriums, passage ways, and
other non-public “public” spaces legislated over the last 25 years; the
proliferation

of

international

chain-stores

in

virtually

every

neighborhood, that for instance, change the specific identities of urban

retail centers into the ubiquitous suburban shopping mall; “large-box”type national discount stores throughout the city that undermine the
ability for small, unique, family-owned stores to survive; buildings
turning into giant commercial billboards that overwhelm their physical,
architectural presence, and expose us (bombard, actually) to the same
banal influences and desires; the selling off of unique properties to
foreign corporations that shift the mythic identity of what these places
once were and represented; the buying out of smaller businesses and
the continuing corporate mergers that reduce the variety and choices for
commerce; the moving of employment and population away from the
city due to rising rents and prices, now only affordable by the
businesses

and

individuals

with

the

deepest

pockets;

the

commodification of all aspects of the city and its institutions
(including, no, especially its museums) driven by profit demands and
competition (and decreasing federal support); the repetition of the same
stores, the same restaurants, same banks, same offices, owned by the
same corporations, found in all parts of the city, and all cities
everywhere; the transformations of parts of the historic city into banal
entertainment “theme parks” stripped of their unique identity and
authenticity1 …. and the litany of manifestations of the late 20th century
city could go on and on. Despite the restrictive forces of zoning,
historic districts, and the pervasive law of real estate dynamics (where
location is everything), the overwhelming power of these cultural and
corporate forces is unprecedented, and virtually no part of the city
remains untouched, or unthreatened .
Perhaps the description of the above isn’t really threatening at all;
we have seen it coming for a while (maybe are even used to it by now),
and shouldn’t we perceive places like New York’s Times Square, Soho,
and lower Manhattan as being “revitalized,” and that the city is a safer,
cleaner place to visit and work, enjoying vast increases in tourism, a
robust economy, and so on? But in the end, the frenetic energy of the
market-driven city (including the admittedly incredible imagery of
Time Square) doesn’t satisfy, mainly because it isn’t real, or connected
to the mythic power of the place; it is a result of just so many layers of
simulacra that mask over the authentic and identifiable. As concluded
by Debord, “All that was once directly lived has become mere
representation.”2 And while it has the appearance of urban diversity,

hyper entertainment, and all there to please us, in actuality, it’s all
highly controlled, staged, and manipulative—mainly to make profits
for them. The result is a repetitive, predictable city, less diverse, less
dynamic, and less stimulating—despite the expanded possibilities of
control, or interactive environments and the “extended site” examined
previously.
What becomes lost is what was always the underlying potential of
what great cities have always offered in the past. That is, the open city,
unpredictable, unstable, complex, random and changing, generating
challenge and experimentation, manifesting qualities of difference,
freedom, unique identities, and authenticity of experience. Or, to
paraphrase Brian O’Doherty, the physical realms of the city [instead of
gallery walls] that “become the locus of contending ideologies.”
Certainly not all to everyone’s taste, sometimes a little dangerous,
perhaps naughty, filled with inequalities, and just a bit out of control—
but can a vital culture evolve on any other terms?
Architecture, of course, as the building blocks of the city, has a role
in all of this. One can argue that architecture is fundamentally a
commodity, or an economic support structure, and maintains a
subservient role in the midst of much more powerful forces—there is
little to do but produce more of the same. Another possibility, however,
and one which I prefer, is that through architecture lies the possibility
of inducing political and cultural change—and as such, architecture can
perform as a positive force that not only narrates, but actually
transforms culture.3
Thus arises the possibility (or necessity?) of urban intervention; and
given the scale and pervasive nature of the contending forces, for
architecture is be effective, it must perform as a kind of subversion of
the existing situation. In other words, inducing conditions that
sometimes attack the underlying foundations, act on completely
different parameters, operate through different rules, and are based on
different assumptions, or intentions. This is not to suggest radical,
revolutionary, or ruthless acts, (Howard Roark’s feat of sabotage, or Le
Corbusier’s exploits of urban destruction notwithstanding) as enticing
as it is to imaging the possibilities! (Which do you prefer to “take
out”—the Warner Brothers store in Times Square, Victoria’s Secret in
Soho—or the K-Mart at Astor Place?) Rather, and far more benign, I

would suggest that there are existing sites, conditions and phenomena
that already occur that can be recognized, and supported as instigators
for an architecture that operates on radically different terms.

Temporary Performance Space, Battery Park City
I’m thinking of lines of resistance which find a point of entry, or
crack within the seams, the interstitial conditions that tend to
destabilize existing processes, institutions, and architectural forms.
Such architectural acts suggest parts, rather than wholes, the unfinished
over the finished—the moments of transition, collision, rupture, or the
state of becoming which allow one to exert control over an unexpected
outcome, and define new operations and possibilities for invention,
versus business as usual. Subversive acts sometimes happen by chance
(such as the falling of the Times Square scaffolding, described above),

sometimes are part of an ongoing operation that doesn’t intend to be
subversive, but doesn’t go by the existing rules, and are a constant
irritant to the status quo (the erection of structural scaffolding as part of
a building, or re-building process, which is eventually removed) and at
other times, might be an intentional act to redefine the nature of
architecture, how it functions, or transforms its context (or, the erection
of scaffolding as a condition of the building’s essential form, which
remains in place).
In most cases, (including the examples of the applied, or failed
scaffolding), subversion is achieved by a process of contaminating
“pure,” or normal conditions, systems, or forms into more complex,
mixed situations that no longer can operate under the same rules
governing that which preexisted the introduction of the contaminant. A
contaminant can be understood as a condition which is imposed, or
layered on to an existing structure which is foreign, or external to that
structure, which then causes a change, adaptation, or some other form
of transformation. The result contains characteristics of both the
imposed and the “host” structure, which results in higher degrees of
complexity, mix, and in some cases, misfit, and ultimately, conflict.
That which is “normal” becomes distorted, and must be perceived with
fresh eyes; the familiar becomes strange, the expected becomes
unexpected, new possibilities for invention open up, and the city (or
any other situation) must be perceived or experienced on new terms.
The difficulty is to find the points of entry, or attack, if it were, where
architecture can begin to initiate this kind of shift, or fracture of the
status quo, which given the dominant role of technology and popular
culture (showing few if any signs of weakness), makes the area of
possible penetration especially difficult to detect. Yet there are a few
possibilities, or tactics of “resistance” that offer interesting avenues for
investigation.

Transcultural Traffic
The population of existing and emerging global cities is a continuing
shift and infusion of different nationalities, races, and cultural groups,
all competing for limited territory. While some groups have dispersed,
or blended into different neighborhoods, in other cases, distinct
settlements have formed that establish unique identities in terms of
language, signs, institutions, patterns of commerce, and social
intercourse. In New York, for instance, many of these neighborhoods
are well-known: Astoria, Queens (Greek); Mulberry Street (Italian);
Mott Street/East Broadway, (Mainland Chinese); Flushing, Queens
(Taiwanese Chinese);

Jackson Avenue, Queens (Equadorian,

Mexican, Columbian, Peruvian, Dominican); 34th Street, Manhattan
(Korean); Harlem (Black); Ocean Parkway (Jewish); Christopher
Street, West Village (Gays and Lesbians) and many others. For the
typical immigrant, the customs, desires, and

traditions of the old

country initially confront American customs and institutions. After a
period of time, these traditions and forms become absorbed, submerged
within the new context (e.g., moving from the courtyard house to the
tenement), or, transformed and distorted within new forms (e.g. the
“storefront” mosque behind the commercial facade, the open street
market); or sometimes, remain in their original form, undistorted within
a foreign site (e.g., the mosque at 96th Street, Manhattan.)

The city thus becomes a field of conflicting traditions, ideologies,
and

styles;

new

populations

move

in,

pressuring

existing

neighborhoods, densities go up, and competition for available space
becomes intense. The clichés of American culture have little meaning
to those whose traditions, or agenda is based on radically different
modes of living (or the fundamental need of survival). At the same
time, originating traditions are challenged, and lose the larger support
structure of one homeland. There are a lot of raw edges where these
different cultures rub up against one another—some get softened, and
overlap in strange ways; some are stridently identifiable and remain
uncompromised; but it is in these in-between conditions, where
different cultures meet, conflict, and sometimes fuse and assimilate
where architecture has a role, and needs to take on a position,
ultimately giving these shifting identities some clear turf to play out
who they are, how they relate to those around them, and how they are
to evolve.

The Conflicted Site
Most sites in the city are neutral and pure, a tabula rasa condition of
rectangular canvasses

that await some specific act of architectural

intervention. But what do we build? The site itself doesn’t inform—and
the surroundings, typically a melange of unrelated built forms resulting
from disparate, private agendas, offers mixed signals at best, suggesting
only to try more of the same. There are, however, certain sites that
aren’t neutral at all—they are difficult, specific, contain all kinds of
impurities and peculiarities, and impose particular conditions onto any
potential construction that demands some level of objective response.
The nature of the site, in fact, directs the design act, to the extent that
the arbitrary design moves, stylization, and composition for its own
sake becomes completely beside the point. Architecture then becomes
about the assertion of the specificity of site, or place, which becomes
further articulated, enhanced, clarified, redefined, subverted, supported,
or simply, a reference to its own place of habitation.
Such

sites

are

somehow

“conflicted”—they

have

inherent

characteristics that resist any presumed wish for neutrality, or, the
ability to simply slip in some familiar model, pre-existing typology, or
favorite design strategy (A knife-blade edge! A curved penthouse roof!
A stepped terrace! A sunken plaza!) that finds itself being replicated
without thought or concern about why it should be there in the first
place. Historic cities, New York in particular, are filled with conflicted
sites—sites that demand “attention to be paid” (Arthur Miller’s
phrase), that disallow the arbitrary, neutral filling of the zoning
envelope. Some sites come with imposed conditions, an example being
the development of the old elevated Conrail line on Manhattan’s west
side between 14th and 34th streets that cuts through the mid-blocks.
While the line has been long since abandoned, it still exists, sometimes
passing through and over buildings that somehow find a way to coexist,
while other sites continue to be divided by the elevated rail. Other
conflicted sites in the city are elongated canyons, perhaps open on two
narrow ends, and defined longitudinally by a 100’ long party wall on
two sides. Such sites are anything but empty, coming with specific
perspectival implications, as well as a critical demands for internal light
and air. Other sites might have a most complex volumetric topology,
being composed of a collection a series of oddly shaped, available site
adjacencies that might also exist partially underground, or above other
existing buildings outside of the given property boundaries. Still other
sites have difficult edge conditions—adjacencies to highway ramps and

viaducts, bodies of water, tidal variations, or public views (to private
spaces). They may define closure from desired views, or have
boundaries that demand to be penetrated, or even want to deny the
construction of anything in the first place. In all cases, the very nature
of the building defines itself through the absolute, objective
contingencies of site, rather than the superimposition of some
cultural/stylistic mask over the void.

Critical Implants
A part of the power of sculpture in the city, partly due to the
unimportance given to the role of “function,” is its ability to redirect
one’s surroundings, to subvert everything else, and make it be
perceived on its own terms--whether it completely makes sense,
contributes, relates, or whatever—it just doesn’t matter. I’m reminded
of that wonderful piece in Perspecta 12 by Herbert Marcuse, where he
comments on Claes Oldenburg’s proposed monuments for New York
City:
“Strangely enough, I think that would indeed be subversive. If
you could ever imagine a situation in which this could be done
you would have the revolution. If you could really envisage a

situation where at the end of Park Avenue there would be a
huge good humor ice cream bar and in the middle of Time
Square a huge banana I would say—and I think safely say—
this society has come to an end…….”4
Of course, in the thirty years since this was written, what was
subversive then becomes rather tame from today’s perspective; an ice
cream bar in the middle of Times Square would not only not overturn
expected norms, but even reinforces the underlying will to entertain at
all costs, and happily join the rest of the various diversions. To succeed
today, one must raise the stakes a little so that, amid the uniformity of
the artifacts of consumption,

it is necessary to propose events, or

conditions that just go against the way it was planned, that have the
power to take over, and make the surrounding horrors seem to go away.
That is surely what happened with Richard Serra’s “Tilted Arc” at
the Federal Building Plaza some years ago (which was actually
removed because it disturbed the occupants of the adjacent Federal
Building). The Tilted Arc hit a nerve in a lot of people—it cut the space
in two, redirected one’s vision and path across the plaza, established a
de-centered kind of space that had never been experience before in the
city. Clearly, Tilted Arc was dangerous, difficult in a lot of ways—
rather than just sit there, or occupy space (or as most mediocre
architecture does in the city, define space to bring in profit, or assert its
presence as a superficial image), it established a critical attitude about
making space and defining territory which made the vacuous banality
of the surrounding architecture that much more obvious.
One would like to think that architecture itself could also possess
that same degree of power to take over, to critically comment upon,
refute, resist, deny, question the terms of its own surroundings, the
qualities of the culture which sponsored its own making, or take a
flying leap into the [unknown] future. The audacity of the Brooklyn
Bridge, Empire State Building, the Eiffel Tower, or Tatlin’s proposal
for the 3rd International still overwhelm, not just as statements of their
time, but endure beyond any particular time frame. These projects are
truly monumental in scale and presence—although to have impact, an
implant doesn’t have to be that large. Think about the Steven Holl/Vito
Acconci “Storefront for Architecture” at Kenmare Square, a left over

sliver of land virtually impossible to build on, whose walls can be
opened to the street, and completely redefine the nature of walls and
windows, and the relationship of inside and outside space. The building
allows the extension of the street into programmed space, dissolves the
traditional division between public and private space, and fulfills the
possibility of a dynamic, changing architecture over time.
Another kind of transformation of surface (the horizontal roof plane)
is explored by Dan Graham’s one-room “Observatory” built on the roof
of Dia on West 22nd Street, a silent sanctuary, defined yet open, an
exteriorized interior, that heightens one’s consciousness of self,
reflecting the presence of our own body in space, and also performs as
a kind of surveillance apparatus that extends our awareness into realms
beyond. At a much larger scale, the Citi-Corp. Building on 53rd Street
totally violates the expectations of how a building occupies a site (if not
the laws of gravity!), and defines a roofed public space where such a
possibility is typically impossible. These projects inject themselves into
the city in a most unnatural, impolite way--they force us to reconsider
our traditional notions of place in the city; they consciously violate the
normal expectations of how building/spaces perform; and finally, they
refuse to be symbolic, or representational, and instead operate on the
most literal, objective terms of engagement.

Scaffolding at St. Patrick’s Cathedral

Scaffolding
At any point in time, the city’s reconstruction is marked, severed,
screened, blocked out, pierced, disengaged and submerged by barriers,
construction bridges, sheds, and a variety of external scaffolding. The
notion of scaffolding, the condition whereby an object (typically a
building under construction or a finished building in need of repair) is
temporarily transformed through the erection of an external framework, or
lining around its periphery is an attempt to take a given presence, or the
accepted terms by which a building acquires presence (facade, sign,
material, iconography) and apply other elements, layers, or parts that can
radically transform its identity. The scaffold that can stand alone, or
coexist in shared territories, equally relate to other external influences, and
take on multiple identities. The notion of scaffolding suggests an

architecture which is just a bit more slippery, or unstable, allowing it to
resist the baggage of familiar historical styles, formulas, and typologies
that seem less than satisfactory, and taken on either literal or metaphorical
terms, suggests interesting implications.
The possibility is to conceive of architecture not as “wholes,” or
independent entities that are generally static, and completed according to
some fixed aesthetic or economic criteria—but as constructed fragments
which are more malleable, respond to changing conditions, and exists in
time. The building of such a framework takes a fixed, known condition,
and essentially, destabilizes it, suspending the familiarity, or normality of
its surface characteristics, and as well as undermining any predictable
process of transformation.
The scaffold, at varying stages of application, leaves the original
artifact sometimes covered or sometimes partially uncovered; the surface
composition is shifted, and as work is completed, the scaffold continues to
shift, sometimes unpredictably, and once again disturbs the reading of the
exterior form. The scaffolding moves across the building surface,
sometimes enlarged, sometimes contracted, turning a facade into a
variable, shifting composition in flux. What was symmetrical, is now
unbalanced; what was void, may become filled; projections become
softened; coloration/material is subsumed by the singularity of the
enclosing skin. The nature of scaffolding is fundamentally dynamic and
indeterminant--the surface is either in a process of actual change, or is on
the brink of change (we don't know exactly when or where.) The
scaffolding subverts the completion of a building, and causes it to
become once again incomplete, or imperfect.
Scaffolding produces an ambiguous set of relationships between the
underlying surface and the applied lining. The two layers are mutually
independent, given that the material qualities and "aesthetic" of one
typically have nothing to do with the other--yet the scaffolding is usually
dependent on the underlying surface, at least at critical points, to provide
structural support. And while there is no "intent" to establish any
compositional, ordered relationships between the scaffolding and the
underlying surface, such relationships, such as a re-emphasis of an
intended center or a corrective balancing of parts, can and do sometimes
occur, if only by chance. Finally, the scaffolding screens a building, and
obscures the viewing of the original surface--but since the structure of the

scaffold is by nature open and permeable, it rarely completely covers the
surface below; we can still see through (but not completely) to the covered
layer. But it's features have become "fuzzy," unclear, obscured--we can
imagine, or remember the original, but not exactly the way it appeared.
The "blurring" of the form in itself establishes new terms of perception, as
if we are now looking through another kind of lens--the varied features
have become improperly unified by a coating of a light membrane--the
familiar form has become de-familiarized, with the memory of the
original, and the new addition, overlapping into a new perceptual
synthesis.
Invariably, buildings (even mediocre ones), during construction, (with
or without scaffolding) "look" better than the completed building. The
building's raw materiality comes through, parts are dynamically
unbalanced with other parts, machinery, formwork, and other extraneous
materials merge into the overall composition, allowing a sense of dynamic
transformation, instability, and continual evolution to constantly "charge"
the form, becoming a kind of living, organic presence. The notion of
scaffolding becomes a way for the finished building to always become
unfinished once again, to be renewed with this sense of a “life force,”
removed from the necessity of

achieving a finalized “stylistic,” or

compositional resolution. The building thus separates itself from its
aesthetic obligations as precious commodity, and acquires an ability to be
taken over and transformed whenever its current state has served its
purpose, and is declared ready to be redefined.
The notion of “parasite” is a particular form of scaffolding condition
whereby building parts acquire an ability to exist (or be supported, or
serviced) by a “host” structure. The parasitic part is dependent on the
host to exist, and takes advantage of its ability to act as an armature,
system of access, and provider of program and activity. Typically, the
parasite also provides some benefit to the host as well, such as
providing services, additional structural support, or simply additional
space that allows the building to expand its boundaries. Such expansion
can occur vertically or horizontally; and while the host and parasite
must always remain in contact (or at least certain appendages in
contact) at very close quarters with one another, they also remain
physically distinct, formally autonomous, and able to be read
independently.

Condo Intervention on Canal Street
Hybrids/Counter-Narratives
Another avenue of resistance that shifts into the realm of the inbetween is to consider the formation of new programmatic
organizations that do not conform to the historical evolution of pure
building “typologies” (i.e. formal building organizations that are based
on a limited palette of preferred, preconceived forms that are evolved
through variations and transformations based on variable site and
programmatic information.) In other words, the stable, articulated
monuments of the 19th century city such as the library, theater, church,
museum, town hall, etc., which once served as the anchors of culture
are no longer as relevant in the dynamic contemporary city in continual
flux, with its clash of cultures, the ambiguous turf battles between the
simulated and the real, conditions of spatial dislocation due to
electronic communications, and the rising power of the private elite.
And rather than a prescribed relationship between pure types and
preferred uses, we know that the relationship between form and
function is anything but consistent or harmonious, and that any number
of functions can take place in any number of other forms. So, one
commonly lives in a factory space, works in one’s home, worships in a

commercial lease space, shops in a museum, etc., inducing a constant
tension between human needs and physical accommodation, as well as
a continual reinvention of the city.
One could so far as to suggest that the dynamism of the modern city
is largely based on its qualities of “compression,” the concentration and
mix of divergent programs, which can find themselves unexpectedly
combined, or juxtaposed. And if so, anything that promotes such a
maximization of combinations, mix, and interrelationships (that are not
forced to conform to “normal” expectations or behavior) can only be
positive, and enrich the scene. The tendency to develop “hybrid,” or
composite functioning within traditionally articulated building types is
already occurring: bookstores with cafes, artists studios with living
space and public exhibition, housing with commercial offices and
supermarkets, libraries/schools with community meeting space,
housing with health clubs and medical services, and many other
examples.
Recent advancements in communication technologies and increased
accessibility have fractured traditional living patterns. Familiar, linear
timelines (get up, go to work, have lunch, come home, have dinner,
sleep, church on Sunday, etc.) are no longer linear, or distinctly
articulated. One might work at home, shop throughout the day, eat
whenever one likes, pray in the evenings (or during work breaks),
attend school through “distance learning” at alternative locations and
times, conduct business through entertaining clients at restaurants,
exercise between meetings, etc. Thus, one could imagine an
architecture of multiple combinations, or hybrids of different programs
that traditionally would be separate, but through shifts in living patterns
and the fracturing of prescribed relationships between programmed
activities spatial forms, any number of combinations of parts becomes
possible, if not desirable.
Such combinations have critical implications relative to meaning, as
they oppose the “normal,” and “proper” sequencing of events, the
established, familiar urban narratives that describes how institutions are
used, the relationship between places and events, and how most of us
go through our daily lives. They confront the historical city based on
norms, the promotion of controlled, accepted behavior that generates a
conformist culture with common expectations and life patterns. Such

patterns have typically followed very simple precepts: one finishes one
thing before going to another; some activities are done before others;
some shouldn’t be done at all; and most activities take places in
particular places that are distinct from other places. In other words, one
goes to a health spa to exercise—but not to pray, or be exposed to art.
One goes to 42nd Street to be entertained (in the way which is mandated
to be “best” for us)—but not to be educated—and certainly not to be
confronted with pornography, or choose to partake in what some feel to
be improper.
The question is: why couldn’t it all be possible, in a wild,
unexpected mix of offerings (which is my choice) taking renewed
energy from the clash of cultures, experiences and settings (which all
great cities promise us)? The contemporary city possibly possesses the
ability to overturn familiar structures by developing radically different
patterns of association (a form of surrealist operation?), whereby
institutions can be re-defined, combined, and re-programmed, so that
new associations between recreation, living, education, worship, work,
etc. can be possible, even if deemed to be against “accepted” behavior.
These forms of “counter narratives” go again expectations and norms,
challenge ingrained belief systems, and suggest the possibilities for
alternative forms of living, and ultimately, cultural transformation.

There is a wonderful scene in “The Truman Show” a film about a
man living in a small town, which is actually a giant stage-set with
hidden cameras, projecting his whole life on television, of which he is
unaware. Everything in the town is artificial—his neighbors, coworkers, other residents are all actors; the buildings are mostly falsefronts, all the streets, trees and houses seem almost natural, but were
designed and continually controlled by a central power sitting in a
control room above the painted, screened “sky.”5 All of a sudden a
“crack in the screen” occurs, and a part of the external scaffolding
holding the sky falls to the ground—and Truman realizes that
something is “wrong.” As time goes on, he understands the scope of
the fiction made of his own life, and he has to make a decision as to
whether he should stay, or escape. He decides to escape, and enters the
other side of the screen.

Notes:
1. A number of examples are explored in Michael Sorkin (ed.)
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a Political Act, New York: AD/Academy Editions/St. Martins Press,
1992.
4. Herbert Marcuse, “Statement on Oldenburg’s Urban Monuments,”
Perspecta 12: The Yale Architectural Journal, 1969, pp. 75-76.
5. An interesting side irony is that the movie was actually filmed in
Seaside, Florida a well-known recently built “real” town designed to
simulate a traditional town built in some idealized, earlier period. The
producers did have to build a few additional “false” buildings,
landscape and props which perfectly fit in to the existing town, to the
extent that you can’t tell the difference between what was original, and
what was added. The town’s residents weren’t very bothered by the
filming, and have decided to keep some of the additions to be
permanently incorporated into the townscape.

